Creativity
Adult Recommendations
Creativity Rules: Get Ideas Out of Your Head and into the World
Seelig, Tina
For the past fifteen years, Professor Tina Seelig has taught her Stanford students how to creatively unleash their unique
entrepreneurial spirits. In Creativity Rules, she shares this wisdom, offering inspiration and guidance to transform ideas
into reality.
Hoopla e-book
Hoopla audiobook
Feck Perfuction
Victore,James
Begin before you're ready. Renowned designer and professional hell-raiser James Victore wants to drag you off your couch
and throw you headfirst into a life of bold creativity. .
Hoopla e-book
Creative Quest
Questlove
Questlove-musician, bandleader, designer, producer, culinary entrepreneur, professor, and all-around cultural omnivoreshares his wisdom on the topics of inspiration and originality in a one-of-a-kind guide to living your best creative life
Hoopla e-book
Hoopla audiobook
My Creative Space: How to Design Your Home to Stimulate Ideas and Spark Innovation
Rattner, Donald
My Creative Space shows how readers can boost their creative output by applying science-backed techniques to the design
and decoration of their home regardless of size, type, style, or location.
Hoopla e-book
The Creative Spark
Shapiro, Michael
Each chapter starts with a short biography of the creative person being profiled then segues into Q+A. This collection
brings together some of the best-known artists of our time with others who may not be as famed but who have something
important to say about living an artful life.
Hoopla e-book

Kick-Ass Creativity: An Energy Makeover for Artists, Explorers, and Creative Professionals
Maziarz, Mary Beth
There are over 40 million people who work in creative careers. You may be one of them. Or, perhaps, you would like to
join their ranks. If either of these statements is true, this book is for you. Maziarz offers a concrete program for helping
you tap into and develop your creative potential.
Hoopla e-book
100 Creativity Ingredients
Zhu, Pearl
Everyone’s playbook to unlock creativity lies within these chapters.
Hoopla e-book
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